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Getcontact
Call Identification & Spam Protection App



Here is a new campaign for you where you have to promote
GetContact, the app through your TikTok account.

Let's Know a bit about the app before you start to promote it. It is
a great "Spam Blocking" and "Caller Identification" app that
filters disturbing calls and allows the calls you prefer to
communicate. You can identify the calls that you receive from
numbers that are not saved in your contact. 

GetContact alerts instantly when you get unwanted calls. You
can block unwanted calls by activating "Spam Protection". You
have to connect with an internet connection for the app to work. 

So if you have the app installed on your phone, you will have 360-
degree control over your callers. Don't let unwanted calls bother
you anymore; simply install GetContact.

Hey InfluGlue Influencer!

About GetContact
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Task Details For Influencers

Install the app and take a screenshot of it at your
smartphone. 

Post a swipe up story of the screenshot on Instagram. 

Use emojis within the story. 

Wait for an hour then post a short selfies video (duration
60 seconds) highlighting the main features of the app on
Instagram. 

Make a similar video for TikTok.

Try to use bold letters from "About GetContact" section in
your video.

Tell your followers why they should install the app. 

And, don't forget to rate the app.

Also, check the following examples of stories and videos attached
separately for a better understanding of the project.
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Also, note...

Make sure your tone is funny and attractive,
explaining how the app came useful to you, its
easy-to-use functionalities, etc. 

All stories must be shared within two hours. 

Make sure you add GetContact's download
link to your selfies video stories. 

Don't forget to add the Swipe Up icon to your
story.

We are looking forward to seeing
your content.

Keep influencing!

From Team InfluGlue


